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I’ve had five babies of my own
and nursed another three,
the smallest one called River
at 3 weeks, did die sadly,

but tabby Josie and black Bubble,
they did both survive,
I took them on as if my own,
to join my other five.

Visit our website
www.coventrycatgroup.org.uk

Registered Charity 1065043

Or our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/coventrycatgroup

Trustees` Report
2018 has seen us busier than ever. Lots of cats and kittens found their way to
our doors to be adopted into loving new homes. We relish getting updates on
them and trust you will enjoy reading some of their stories, from stray or
unwanted cats, to much loved family members in the following pages.
This year has also seen TNR (Trap, Neuter, Return) also become TNH (Trap,
Neuter, Home) for a colony reported to us in very unsafe conditions, so much so
they could not be returned to site. This rescue resulted in 18 cats coming into
CCG, where they will be homed as working cats or in most cases, domestic cats.
We are very pleased to see our isolation unit in full use with Mums/kittens and
emergency cat cases for quarantine before moving elsewhere within the centre.
We remain firmly committed to helping as many cats in need as we can and this
will help us to provide the best care we can to our felines.
We held several very successful fundraisers and are grateful for all your support.
The fundraising team used all their creativity to offer new events. A big thank
you goes to Barclays for their much appreciated continued support with matched
funding.
Finally, we would like to thank all of our volunteers, vets, supporters, sponsors,
adopters and fosterers, for all they have done for our cats this year.

We look forward to an even more successful 2019.
CCG Trustees

Gaia’s story
Gaia first came to Judith’s attention over a year ago, she was caught on video on May 22nd 2017 feeding in
the garden, she was nervous but friendly and at this stage it was not known whether male or female. Judith
recalls that she walked like a cocky little tom cat. Ben (Judith’s son), managed to lie on the ground and

get close enough to check Gaia for a chip, unfortunately there wasn’t one. Graham befriended Gaia
over a period of time and slowly gained her trust, enough to get her into a top loading carrier. This
was after many attempts to trap her, she was very clever at getting the food and getting back out as
it went off. May 1st 2018 and she was in the house, safe and warm, good job too, as on May 15th
2018 Gaia gave birth to five beautiful babies, one girl and four boys.
Baby 1
A message came through our CCG page around 11.00pm saying that a tiny
kitten had been found on its own in a box. Judith and Debbie went to the
address and the kitten was on the ground close to a football net. They saw a
tabby adult cat in the entry who could have been Mum, we put the kitten in a
box on a heat pad and blanket to keep it warm. The cat disappeared and the
newborn was brought to Judith’s to see if Gaia would be her surrogate Mum.
Luckily Gaia did accept this little one with Graham’s help and has now grown
into a beautiful girl, she has been homed with one of her “brothers” Donnie.
Thank you to Melinda and family who found this lonely little soul out on her
own. She wouldn't have survived without their intervention.

Babies 2 and 3
You may have seen our recent post about a fabulous Mummy cat Gaia, that had taken on a foster kitten when she already had
five of her own. Well this literal life saver has done it again.. twice! Over the weekend we had two separate calls about kittens
who were too young to survive on their own, so this little Mummy has once again accepted kittens that are not her own. Gaia's
original litter are weaned but she was still feeding little tabby Josie, so had milk for these little ones. Gaia is having lots of high
calorie food to keep her healthy and is doing brilliantly. So let us introduce you to her new foster babies, River, grey & white
was 10 days old, he was handed into a vets after being found on the street. Bubble was found in a garden on his own and
thought to be about 3 weeks old. Picture above of original foster baby Josie and Gaia's own kittens. So much love for this
amazing super Mummy. Big thank you to Lyndsey for rescuing these babies and Judith and Graham for introducing another two
kittens successfully to this wonderful Mama. Little Bubble has grown into a beautiful black panther and has now been rehomed.

Rainbow Bridge

Sadly, tiny River started to deteriorate and
on July 17th 2018, Judith and Debbie urgently returned him to
the vets with suspected liver shunt. After discussion with our
vet the decision was made to put him to sleep to prevent any
suffering. Judith and Graham did all they could for him but
sadly he was too ill.
RIP little River, you will never be forgotten and will always
belong here with us at CCG run free little one xxx

Fundraising 2018
2018 has been a year of firsts for Coventry Cat Group: our first fundraising gig and our first
Valentine card sale! We have been working very hard to keep coming up with new ideas to raise
funds for our furry residents and are lucky to have a dedicated group of volunteers who work
tirelessly to turn these ideas into reality. Here is a brief breakdown of the funds we have raised so
far this year:
Valentine`s fundraiser: £500
Fundraising gig: £1437.54 (with Barclays matched fundraising)

Summer open day: £2395.99 (with Barclays matched fundraising)
Christmas Fayre: £2056.97 (with Barclays matched fundraising)
This gives an amazing total of £6390.50 towards our work.
Alongside these main fundraising events organised by ourselves, some of our supporters have
carried out their own fundraising at their work place resulting in wonderful donations from them.
A huge THANK YOU to anyone who has helped with fundraising by donating funds directly or
helping in response with our Facebook requests for cat food.
A special thank you to Natural Instinct for their support, our kittens continue to blossom on your
donations and to Marco for his regular tuck shop collections. Also a massive thank you to Steve
and The Arches Venue in Coventry who have given us much appreciated support with events this
year. You have been so amazing and also all of the bands who freely gave their time at the CCG
benefit gig! We have also received invaluable support from Tony at Fargo Promotions, thank you
Tony! You all have big hearts and we are so very grateful for all of the support you have shown us
in 2018. We would also like to say a special thank you to Matthew and Michelle Scott, you have
been extremely generous and we are using our items every day that you have allowed us to buy
with your donations. Corrine, Jill, Nicky, Judith and James, we would also like to say a big thank
you for continuing to foster your/our fur babies.
As you can see, the amounts we have raised are wonderful, but unfortunately the total doesn’t
cover the costs of running the centre and keeping our felines fed and well. We are always in need
of extra support and more fundraising. One of the biggest hurdles we face as a small charity is
regular monthly donations. I am pleased to say that we now have a new Sponsorship Scheme up
and running where you can sponsor one of our residents for a monthly fee (or annually if you
would prefer). In return you will receive a sponsorship pack. If this is something you would be
interested in then please contact us via our Facebook page or look out for details on our website.
We also accept one-off transfers or monthly standing orders to our Co-op bank account:
Sort code: 089299 account number: 65456440.
Don’t forget we have merchandise for sale and further ways you can help are listed on our
website. If you would like to raise some funds for us at your own event e.g. cake sale at work, a
sponsored event or even run a marathon, we would be very grateful! We are a small team of
volunteers and some of us work full time as well as volunteering for CCG.
If you are a tax payer, and make a donation, please do fill out a gift aid form (the link is on our
website), we do the rest and can claim an extra 25% on top of your donation. Once you have
registered with us, any further donations also count towards the scheme.

So what is next for our CCG fundraising team?

As this newsletter goes to print we are looking forward to our Christmas Fayre on December 9th
2018.
Another gig will be held at The Arches, Coventry in 2019
There are many more ideas and events up and coming, so please keep a look out on Facebook
and our website for details of further fundraisers.
Finally . . . all that is left to say is a huge THANK YOU to you. You are reading this newsletter as a
supporter of CCG in one way or another and we couldn’t do any of this without your help. It takes
time, money, food and regular backing, to keep rescuing and rehabilitating as many cats and
kittens as we possibly can. We really do have some of the best supporters in the world and that
allows us to continue. We look forward to seeing you in 2019.
Any fundraising enquiries please email: sophie.allendunbar@gmail.com

We held another successful Open Day in September. We had
lots of help from stallholders, volunteers, and supporters. Allin-all an exhausting but rewarding day. Donations of cat food
flooded in and filled our store to overflowing. The weather
was extremely kind to us and we hope everybody enjoyed
the atmosphere and meeting our furry residents.

Saved in the nick of time, CCG received a call from Vets for Pets Rugby to see if we could take in this long
haired beauty. Attempts to find Ace a new home had failed and his situation was dire. Judith and Debbie went to
collect him and he was settled into Feral Towers as it was the only available space. Fast forward and on July 1st 2018
his lovely new owner fell in love with him and took him to his new life in his forever home.

What started out as an ordinary trip to the vets ended up as a rescue mission. One of our
cats Jake, hadn’t been himself so an appointment was made to see the vet. The vets were running late so we were
already about 10 minutes after our appointment time when a young couple came in and started talking to the
receptionist, overhearing the conversation I could hear that they wanted their cat put to sleep as he was
‘aggressive’, although the receptionist was doing her best to say we can’t just put a healthy cat to sleep (they have
to if pushed) they were quite insistent. On hearing this I couldn’t sit there and do nothing so quickly went outside
and got on the phone to a Trustee to get authorisation to bring this cat in as an emergency, thankfully the answer
was yes!
I went back inside and interrupted the conversation, saying I was from Coventry Cat Group and we would take the
cat, they were surprised to say the least and kept saying he was aggressive. I knew nothing about their cat, I hadn’t
even seen him as he was in their car, but from talking to them I discovered that he was an unneutered,
unvaccinated cat about two years old, the lady was pregnant and he kept attacking her husband and their rabbit, so
they wanted him put down. I assured them that none of that mattered and they agreed to hand him over to me,
They went to the car and got him, Binx was terrified and had messed in the carrier… At this point the vet called me
in for my appointment, the extremely kind staff took Binx and cleaned him up and that was that, I went in with one
cat, and came back with two!
Jake was fine, he had a mild tummy bug and was back to normal in a couple
of days. Binx is not aggressive at all but being unneutered he was taking his
frustrations out on who was around. I don’t condone the actions of his
owners at all, but inexperience and the seemingly growing idea that you can’t
have pets around babies influenced them I think, they were happy that I was
taking him and later dropped off a large food donation. Binx is still looking for
his forever home, he is a sweetheart and I’ll be forever thankful that I was in
the right place at the right time.

Misty
Show me the way to go home
The importance of having your cat microchipped and keeping the details up to date.
A call came through to the help line to see if CCG could scan a stray cat. A very
kind man had been feeding the cat for almost a year. Debbie went to scan the cat
and it had a chip, she contacted Judith to find the owners details via the chip
database. Sadly they were out of date, when Debbie went to check the address
there was a new family in the house. Debbie then decided to knock a few doors
that weekend to see if anyone recognised the cat from a photo but unfortunately
no one did. At home ready to print some leaflets, Debbie decided to search Face
book. Amazingly she found a similar description of a cat who was lost and
contacted the owner. Their cat had turned up at home three weeks after going
missing. Debbie wasn’t giving up and asked whether this owner had any other cats
that had gone astray. The lady replied she did have another cat missing but had
been told it had been run over and the council had taken it away. Judith checked
the street services reports back to December 2017 and there was no log of a cat
being collected on that road. Debbie continued to ask the lady questions about the
cat and bit by bit the information started to come together that this may be
indeed this lady’s “missing deceased” cat. When the lady returned from her short
holiday Debbie met her at the address where the cat was being fed, it was indeed
the lady’s cat and she had moved into a new house on the same road.
He is now safely back at home after 10 months of living rough.

Home

New
Home

Found

Mr January - Fynn
The very lovely Fynn came in as a scared stray kitten, but once placed with
another group of kittens (The Ninja’s) he soon came out of his shell and is
now looking for a forever home with one of his adopted brothers, Shadow.

Mr February

-

Crosby

This beautiful boy is the shyest of his siblings, but his
love of food has brought him around and he is getting
more confident by the day. Loves a rough and tumble
with his brothers and sister. Looking for his forever
home, with one of his siblings.

Miss March - Mittens
Mittens arrived as a spitting, hissing, feral fluff ball, one of 12 all
suffering from Cat flu. Time and her love of food have given her a new
perspective on humans, she's not a lap cat by any means, but will
sneak a leg rub as long as you don’t look. Gentle, beautiful girl, looking
for a quiet home.

April - The Ninja’s

The most friendly and adorable bunch of kittens collectively known as
the Ninja’s due to their energetic nature and acrobatic antics.

Mr May – Parsley

Adorable, friendly, ball of fluff and
whiskers, expert door climber and a
butter wouldn't melt expression, even when up to no
good.
Very lazy and does not clean his face as you can tell.

Mr June - Mogwai
Sleek and shiny, Mogwai is the definition of mini panther, he’s still
working on his people skills along with his sister Amini.

Some of our best pictures from the last twelve months
Miss July - Hera
Hera is an amazing Mummy to seven kittens, who were all born
and lived outside, she is a sweet gentle soul who will never have
to worry about her babies, cold or hunger again.

Mr August - Binx
Cheeky chappie Binx was saved as we were in the right place
at the right time, he can be a little grumpy sometimes (can’t
we all) but don’t let that put you off, he would really like a
new home where he can have fusses and play.

Miss September - Finky

The most infamous cat on our list is Batfink, aka
Finky, she had a terrible start and was so poorly
this has affected her growth, she will always be tiny
but we hope not so fierce, adored by many and
stoked by none… yet!

Mr October - Toby
Toby was on our list last year and we wanted to include
him, as this year we were overjoyed when he found a new
home, from a slightly grumpy old man to a confirmed lap
cat, we couldn’t be happier for Toby and his new owners.

Mr November - Brando
Superstar Brando with his unconventional looks
has settled in well to his new home, no more a
toughened street cat he’s just so loveable.

Mr December - Pumpkin
Adorable and he knows it, little Mr Pumpkin has a big
attitude and an even bigger amount of fluff.

The Beautiful Faces of Ferals
Etna
Mum/Grandma

Daughter

Daughter

Daughter

Daughter

Hera

Annie

Apricot and son Pumpkin

Mollie

Daughter

Son

Saffron

Luca

Granddaughter

Grandson

Celia

Othello

Friend of the family
Dodger

The Radford Colony were trapped over a number of months.

July 16th 2018 - Saffron and Dodger
August 5th 2018 - Annie, Hera and her 7 kittens
August 8th 2018 - Etna
August 25th 2018 - Apricot and son Pumpkin
September 12th 2018 - Othello and Celia, sadly their Mummy was involved in a
RTA on September 9th 2018
September 29th 2018 - Mollie
October 28th 2018 - Luca
Many thanks to Lorraine, David and Jim for working tirelessly to help CCG bring
these fur babies to safety. Lorraine fondly remembers Etna, calling her “ the black
eyed temptress”. David , Judith and Debbie spent four hours alongside Hera who
was in a carrier, catching her babies as she called them one by one. Jim allowed
us to have the trap in his garden and would set up food to coax them into the
humane trap.

Thank you Lorraine and Hereward College for your generous donations to help
with their neutering and vaccination costs.
Colin
In January we trapped three kittens, Tickles, Sally and Lamar, at
a Garden Centre on the outskirts of Coventry. As CCG were full
at the time we worked with Nuneaton and Hinckley Cats In
Need who took these beautiful kittens into their care.
We actively trap, neuter and return the ferals of Coventry.
Stoke Aldermoor - 15 cats with the help of Robert and David
Tile Hill - Ongoing (Update next year)

On October 14th we held a Feral Shelter Workshop,
which was well attended. It was a really constructive
afternoon and 14 Feral Shelters were made , which will
be invaluable to strays and ferals, this winter. Thankyou
to everyone who braved the rain and attended, it was a
great atmosphere and so much was achieved. We hope
to make this an Annual event. Lin x

Behind the scenes

Judith’s Day
Set the alarm for 7.30 today,
shower, dressed, muck out trays
on the way down for my lot, then
the two trays in the kitchen. Let
Teddy (dog) out into the garden,
and pull the hen house ramp
down. Bonnie is still on her bed,
refusing to move. Get Teddy back
in and encourage Bonnie to be
up! Put some food out for the
kittens so it gets to room temp.
Make porridge, add all the extras
and eat it. At the same time check
for any messages, thankfully
nothing urgent. Make a cuppa for
myself and leave one out for
Graham who is on his way down.
Feed kittens. Fill a freezer bag
with some raw food from my
freezers ready to take up to the
Centre. Also, loaded a kitten pen
into the car. Call Fran to let her
know I am on my way.
Arrive at Di’s carry food, and
kitten pen down to Fran. Take
Gaia and kitten called Bruce to the
vets for their neutering
procedures and microchips. Sign
the forms, and answer questions.
Spotted a text from Fran saying
that Gaia had covered her supper
over with a blanket and not eaten
it all. Had to warn the vet nurse
what had happened, just in case
she couldn’t be operated on. Deal
with a call that tried to come in
while in the vets. Drive back
home, and start to feed my lot,
cats, birds and dogs. After that do
a few messages, then feed the
fosters, muck out, clean water
bowls and refresh. Vacuum the
floor, and tidy up the room a bit.
Load the rest of the cat bowls into
the dishwasher. Fran rang saying
there was some water coming
from the washing machine in the
Isolation unit! Call Graham to ask
him to pop over to have a look.
Washing machines sorted, so he
comes home from working and
makes me a sandwich! I am not
sure who made us a cuppa! Feed
the kittens again and muck them
out. Couldn’t get stuck into much
at home, because it would be time
to go out again! Eventually, left
here at about 2.40. Collected the
two patients, and got stuck in
slow traffic on the Holyhead Road,
so ended up at Di’s just after 4.
Fran had gone by now after a long
day on shift, and Lin had arrived. I
stopped to take a call from the
helpline about a Mum cat and
some kittens found under a shed
on an allotment. Sadly a couple of
kittens had passed away, I had to
tell the caller that we were more
than full and gave advice about
how to care for them in the
meantime, and where to try to get
some help for them all. Wish we
could help them all.
Feed the kittens again, then
ourselves and clear up, sit down
to order some bits for Di’s and
also for my lot, deal with other
messages, at the same time trying
to watch the Yorkshire Vet!

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF CCG
I first heard of Coventry Cat Group (CCG) a couple of years ago when I saw a Facebook
post looking for homes for some beautiful grey kittens. From then I became aware of the
amazing work of CCG in the hardest type of cat rescue, dealing with feral colonies, as well
as homeless and abandoned cats. We eventually adopted 2 of those grey kittens. After
hearing the story of their sad and terrifying beginning, abandoned and living in a shed
somewhere, imagining the struggles of their brave mummy to keep them and herself alive
we felt total admiration and gratitude to CCG for saving them, and wanted to get involved
in some small way.
Two years on and I am a recent volunteer with CCG, a socialiser at the Centre and have
become aware just how much incredibly hard physical and emotional work is required to
give the best life possible to as many cats as funds and resources allow.
I wanted to find out more about the workings of CCG and what better way than to look at
what happens in a typical day at the Centre and at Judith’s house, one of the main
fosterers. I am probably the least qualified person to write about this with my very limited
involvement, so the following is a combination of asking lots of questions of already
overworked volunteers and my own limited experience.
The day begins

At the Centre the day starts with breakfast and ‘muck out’ for the cats housed in the 3
main buildings (feral towers, main pens and iso – the isolation unit) and also the cat room
an annex of the 4th building, the office/kitchen, and sluice room, store room.
Feral towers is the oldest building - it leaks and desperately needs rebuilding when funds
can be raised. It houses the most challenging residents in its pens, as its name implies,
currently 6 cats, the results of endless trapping operations carried out by CCG, two of the
feral cats who cannot be returned to where they were found for safety reasons, but who
can go on to farm homes/stables as working cats, or who may in time be socialised. Main
pens is newer and currently houses around 17 cats in 10 pens, including 2 permanent
residents. There are 9 kittens and 2 mummies in iso, which was newly opened this year,
and 10 in the cat room.
There are a lot of mouths to feed, water to change, trays to empty, beds to clean, floors to
sweep and mop, surfaces to wipe down, cats to be persuaded out of and then back into
their pens……Lin (the Centre Manager), Fran (see Fran’s day inset) and Debbie do 2 days a
week each, with Allie, Holly and Faye covering the remaining shift. All cat owners will have
experience of doing these things on a small scale – this is on a whole new level requiring
the energy, patience and cat management skills of a superhero!

Meanwhile, across town at Judith’s house (see Judith’s day inset) are 12 foster cats cared
for across 3 rooms in her home, including the utility room which serves as a quarantine
and temporary quarters for any trap, neuter, return (TNR) ferals – currently home to a
pale ginger and white boy, who is awaiting vaccinations before being transferred to the
Centre. Here the day begins around 10am with breakfast for Judith’s own 8 cats, followed
by breakfast and muck out for the 12 fosters, the time depending on what she has had to
deal with in her other CCG roles, including responding to urgent helpline requests or trips
to the vet. Judith tends to care for more vulnerable cats, or those who need more
constant attention. All have feeds made up to suit their needs; with kittens and Mums
getting 4 feeds a day, and thin or poorly cats getting smaller portions more frequently. Judith assures me she does
have time to feed herself a nourishing breakfast of porridge, nuts and seeds, natural yoghurt, honey and fruit –
clearly some sort of super food to power her through the day.

The day continues
At the Centre muck out might still be going on several hours after it started, when
socialisers like me arrive.
With a focus always on the welfare of the cats, socialisers are limited to certain areas
depending on the needs of the residents. We are always allowed in the main pen
building, which houses those who are already or on their way to being socialised. Pens
with multiple cats (such as the beautiful Bliss, Claudia and Mittens) may have residents
at different stages of confidence, with one cat throwing itself at you for fuss (Claudia)
and another hiding, or eyeing you very warily (Mittens). I have been amazed by the
progress that can be made with a lot of patience, and allowing the cat to set the pace.
We experienced this on a very steep learning curve with our own 2 CCG kittens. One
was a hissing spitting ball of attitude, and the other hid and cowered, and now both are
purring lap cats (although the hissing one still needs treating with caution). Socialising
may involve just standing with a particularly shy cat, getting them used to people,
teaching them to play, or full on fussing and cuddling. I have had the privilege of
watching the amazing Brando go from full on feral, to a purring love monster, and now
to his well deserved forever home.
During the day vets trips might be required, for vaccinations, chipping, neutering,
illness, using the three local vets depending on cost and the cat’s needs – Bell and
Partners mainly, plus Woodlands and the closer Broad Lane as required. Volunteers will
arrive at the Centre to transport the cat or cats to the vets (sounds so simple – just
getting them into a carrier – can take up to 3 people) then go and collect them later.
Vets fees are one of the biggest costs for the charity.
At any time of day or night the Helpline brings problems which need anything from
simple advice to urgent action – Judith tells me ‘Helpline is busier in the run up to the
summer holiday, same before Christmas (Christmas tidy up:( ), also when winter starts,
the cats who have been in gardens for months suddenly need a home due to colder
weather! Sometimes we get 6 calls, some days we get one or two.’
Behind the scenes volunteers continue with the other processes essential to the
running of CCG. Rehoming (dealing with applications, checking suitability of homes by
carrying out visits, arranging meetings of prospective owners with cats), never ending
fund raising, recruiting and managing volunteers, promotion of CCG through social
media and a website, management of the Centre buildings and gardens, management
of the teams who provide the cats with daily care, getting supplies in, managing the
charity and its finances.
Debbie and Judith’s Week
Saturday - home visit for an update on two CCG kittens Misty and Patch, invited for a cup of tea by new
owners.
Tuesday - take Mollie for her second vaccination, take straight to the centre after collection from the vets and
set up hospitalisation cage in feral towers pen (bedding, litter and water), feed Mollie and leave to settle in.
Friday - Home visit in Southam for two of our kittens, Shadow and Fynn, called into a vets in Kenilworth on
the way back to pick up a donation of cat litter, took a call between these events of advice needed for a cat
owner from a vets in Coventry
Saturday - Hand over two more of our kittens (Josie and Donnie) to their new owner, go to Judith's to feed her
fosters, then met our contact to discuss another potential colony where we have recently trapped 18 cats.
We also collect kitten food, cat litter, toilet roll etc. for the centre as and when it is needed. Also at the
moment our Mums and kittens are all starting to be booked in for neutering and vaccinations, neuter vet
trips are done by Judith early morning, she tries to book them on my muck out days so I can have them ready
in carriers for her to just pick up and take. I can then wait for their return and settle them into a recovery pen.

Afternoon/Evening

Fran’s Day….
Hi my name is Fran and I am a member of the
“muck out team”. A typical day starts with a
view to the weather, as whatever it throws at
us we turn up. The cats are our priority. When I
arrive there is a chorus of various sounds from
the cats. Mostly glad to hear me as they know
its breakfast. So I call to them to say good
morning babies, food is on its way. First I
prepare the food in their bowl/plates most are
on Natural Instinct and kitten wet food plus a
few biscuits. After the cat room I then proceed
over to the main pens and feral towers. Some
have special dietary variations so important to
get right. Lastly it’s the ISO unit. When feeding
in ISO due to amount of kittens I clean pens at
same time as easier to feed in corridor while I
clean, then coax back in with biscuits. When
you’ve so many kittens you have to have a
cunning plan and a strong willpower so as not
to put them in your pockets.
I then do main pens, feral towers and cat room.
All areas involve removal of waste deposits
from litter trays. Top up with more litter as
required and change/clean any trays that are
soiled. Wash litter scoops. Next check bedding
is clean and dry or change if soiled and put
tidy .Often go into pens that look like been
trashed by a” rock band”. Often greeted with
vomit or worse when upset tummy’s
grumbling. Wipe all ledges as get covered in
hair. Brush down climbing stands and any
covers /blankets on them. Remove feeding
bowls sweep and mop floors. Clean and change
water bowls. Check heating working or fans in
hot weather. Most important let each cat out
while cleaning into corridor for a play/run. I
often rotate area I am working so cats can have
longer time out. Lastly give each fur baby love
and affection, it’s a hard job but someone’s got
to do it. It’s a good way to check for health
issues. Sores, eye problems, lumps, fur loss
fleas etc.
I then need to wash the food bowels and any
scoops, litter trays. Bedding may need washing
and hanging out to dry. The sluice’s sinks both
need to be cleaned, clean the floor, check
washing machine and tumble dryer filters.
Clean office floor, worktops and sink. Empty all
waste bins then take up to main bins on trolley
with bags of litter waste and put into refuge
bins. Collect bags of fresh litter /food from
garage if needed. Put on shopping list any
items needed.
Lastly write in diary any problems noted with
cats or repairs required. Anything more
important /urgent to inform the manager.
This is a typical day but other things may arise
as people come to socialise the cats. Adopt
cats. Take cats to the vets if in need of
treatment or neutering. So can be fun and
games trying to get cats into travel containers.
Overall a shift can be at least 4/5 hours long
and often more if required. It’s a job of love
and as a member of CCG a team that puts the
cats first and foremost and I wouldn’t want it
any other way.

Tea time starts at the Centre around 4pm, followed by ‘put to bed’ (PTB) often shared
by Lin and Lyndsey. This is a time where cats are fed and also checked over, any
medicines administered, or flea or worm treatments done. It might also be a time where cats are moved into different pens,
or pens deep cleaned for new arrivals.
Key holders for the Centre (Trustees or volunteers of long standing) might arrive to open up for evening socialisers to come in
and spend time with the cats. Many of the volunteers work and cannot come in the day during the week, although many
come at the weekends. It is better for the cats to have as much social contact and as evenly spread through the days and
evenings as possible.

At Judith’s, feeding will also be underway of her own 8 cats and then the fosters. The more vulnerable have more
frequent feeds throughout the day, with the last feeds of nursing Mums and kittens at around 10pm. Judith has recently
acquired 2 kittens whose mum was killed on the road near to where CCG were carrying out some trapping – these are
kept in the kitchen to be socialised and domesticated. She also currently has Heathcliffe who was being kept in a flat
where no cats were allowed (living on the balcony) and would have ended up on the streets. Alan and Charlie who were
abandoned in a shed, Tailor with half a tail, (broken and infected for many months living rough). Annie, shy and gentle
from a trapping job, and Rosie and Abbey, ex CCG cats whose owners have died – CCG will always look after cats who
have been in their care. Judith has recently also taken two cats back from a family where things were not working out.
CCG always ask for the option to have their cats returned irrespective of the reason.
Judith has her own resource and property management issues to deal with of course, with the assistance of her very
understanding husband who also helps out with repairs at the Centre.
The end of the day

And so the day ends at the Centre and at Judith’s and the other fosterers, with all the cats tucked up, safe, fed and
watered and warm, all thanks to the incredible and tireless dedication of the CCG team.
So – huge thanks to all the CCG team for helping to manage Coventry’s cat colonies, and taking in poor abandoned cats.
Please take away this simple message – GET YOUR CATS NEUTERED FOLKS!

Who’s Who?
Trustees: Lin, Judith, Sophie, Colin, Debbie
Exec Committee: Lin, Judith, Sophie, Colin, Debbie, Faye, Marie, Alison, Phil, Lyndsey
Manager: Lin
Deputy Manager: Lyndsey, Alison
Homing Coordinator and Property Agent: Sarah
Fundraising Coordinator: Sophie

Are you part of the

Volunteer Coordinator: Marie

Pets at Home VIP Club?

Membership Secretary: Phil
Fosterers: Judith, James, Nicky, Corinne, Jill E
Muck out: Fran, Debbie, Alison, Faye, Holly, Lin

You can also help us to raise funds by using
Easy Fundraising. It’s really simple to sign
up and makes a world of difference to a
small charity like Coventry Cat Group.
Alongside that if you use amazon, follow
the link which will also be beneficial to
Coventry Cat Group.
Thank You

Lifelines…..Support animals in
need with every shop.
Nominate Coventry Cat Group
when you sign up to their
scheme.

“House Cat”
I am just a house cat or that’s what you’d like to think
You shelter me and cuddle me and give me food and drink
But what if one day you came home and somehow I’d got out
The next few lines are something, that you need to think about
I could be lost, just yards away, but spayed if I am not
There is no doubt that any toms, around me now would flock
Any toms around about, would circle me and mount
They’d pin me down and bite my neck, the times I would lose count
And if I have, the chance to come, back home to you, to stay
The chances are when I return, I’m in the family way
Would you still, want me around, my kittens may survive
Depending on how old I am, they’ll die or they will thrive
I could get infected, from which my life, could cruelly end
My babies left without me, for their lives, they’d have to fend

I know you say you love me and no harm to me, will come
But have you really sat and thought, your best is what you’ve done
It only takes an open door or window, I can flee
And then you might be thinking what, did ever come of me
All I ask is spay me now and show you really care
Or maybe one day you’ll come home and I just won’t be there
Debbie Brassington
November 2018

A TYPICAL SATURDAY AND THE TALE OF
TWO TOMS...
“You mean you don’t get paid?! You do this for free?!” Any one who volunteers for a charity will have
heard those words a million times from people who just don’t understand why we give up our free time
on weekends, weekdays and evenings. Luckily (for Coventry Cat Group) there are still some “crazy”
people who do willingly turn up week in week out, in cold or hot weather, just to keep the furry residents
fed, watered and mucked out. Without these people the Centre wouldn’t run and we would definitely be
unable to keep rescuing cats! So here is a typical Saturday muck out shift in all of it’s glory, this should give
you a little insight to the day to day running of the centre and what exactly does keep us returning week
after week.
Saturday Morning: Most Saturdays start with breakfast for the furry residents. We have numerous cats,
all different ages and some with health conditions so they each have specific dietary requirements. You
are usually greeted with numerous “Meows”, the climbing of pen doors and severe “Puss In Boots” eyes
that would make you believe they hadn’t been fed for a year… I can confirm they will ALL have been fed
the previous evening! Whilst giving the cats their tailored breakfasts, this gives us a good opportunity to
check on each of them individually to check no one is feeling under the weather and that there are no vet
visits required. We also empty their pens of their evening meal bowls and end up with a heap of washing
up!! We now have a dishwasher to help us, so big thankyou to Matthew and Michelle Scott for their
generous donation, this has made muck out shifts so much easier!
Saturdays are usually one of the most popular days for people to visit the centre, it is not unusual for us to
have deliveries, people coming to view cats or cats being brought in to care to be settled in, so once the
feed rounds have been done we usually work out who we have coming and try and plan our mucking out
around these visits. This Saturday in question we had two visitors due and a cat litter delivery…
1st Visitor and the tale of Samuel: One of our furry residents Samuel (Sam to his friends) had a lovely
visit from his finder (Lyndsey and her daughter) as this was the final time they would be able to visit Sam
to say goodbye. Sam came in to CCG care after Lyndsey had been feeding him for a few years in her
garden. Lyndsey was having to move house and she didn’t want to leave Sam without food and shelter
and contacted us to see if we could take him in. Sam came into care with CCG, pretty much disliked us all
and hissed regularly! After being neutered, vaccinated and chipped Sam started to see we weren't all bad
and started to trust us… head bumps, purrs and general fuss was now a regular occurrence. Sam also
found his voice… one mutter of Samuel in the main pens would result in singing that Pavarotti would be
proud of! The only way the singing would stop is if you gave in and went to give him some attention and
fuss. During the week some lovely people had been to visit Sam, fallen in love with him and had reserved
him to be adopted on the
Monday. Obviously
Lyndsey and her daughter
wanted to wish Sam
farewell and have a final
goodbye before he went
off to his new life. Lots of
cuddles took place and
here is the final picture of
Sam and the wonderful
Lyndsey who saved his life
and gave him the chance of
happiness by bringing him
to CCG. Thank you Lyndsey
and Family xx

Saturday Afternoon: Between mid-morning and afternoon, muck out will commence. This involves going in to each
cat’s pen, changing and cleaning litter trays, brush down their cat trees, change bedding if needed and if not brush
down to remove fur, wipe down sides with disinfectant, sweep out the pens, mop the pens and wipe out water bowls
and give them fresh water. This is repeated in all of the main pens, Feral Towers, the isolation unit and also for any
pens set up in the cat room. Certain furry residents are tidier than others… kittens… well they are like tiny furry
hurricanes that whip through a pen and destroy anything in their path, a kitten’s pen is never tidy. While this is all
taking place it gives our residents chance to stretch their legs and have a wander around the corridor...or stay under
your feet and try to help with the mucking out (any one who owns a cat will have experienced this kind of help!).
Muck out can take a long time and obviously the more cats we have in care the longer it takes, sometimes it is also
hard not to get a tiny little bit side tracked by cuddling a furry... or two… we do try our hardest though!
2nd visitor and the tale of Benji: Anyone who follows our Facebook page will be familiar with the story of the cat
who was stuck in a garage roof during the ridiculously hot summer we have just had and this is how CCG came to
know Benji. We had received a message from two supporters, Caroline and Julie, who had been feeding Benji in their
garden over the winter. One day, during the summer, Benji had got spooked, bolted in to the garage roof and got
himself well and truly stuck in a roof cavity! Three days had passed and Benji was still wedged firmly and with the
intense heat we were having, Caroline was worried he would die if he didn’t manage to free himself. After receiving
the message from Caroline about Benji, we rushed over and tried to free him… this was one of the hardest rescues
and we genuinely thought we may have to dismantle the garage roof to save him! Luckily after some perseverance
and adrenaline we finally freed Benji and got him straight to the vets to be checked over. Benji was given the all clear
to come to the centre to recover and the plan was, that he would be returned to Caroline after neutering, so he could
become part of her furry family. Sadly after a few months of trying to integrate Benji, it became clear that her own
cats were not going to accept him and Benji has now returned to us at CCG for homing. As he has only come back to us
recently, Caroline and Julie came to visit this Saturday to help him settle in and feel safe. He soon perked up once he
recognised their voices and even ventured out to see them for a bit! Hopefully with some time and patience Benji will
come round and be looking for his new forever home. Here are some pictures of where Benji was trapped, him after
he was freed and his return to the Centre. Thankyou Caroline and Julie xx

Nancy
Jo Birkett brought this beauty to the attention of CCG. The
elusive Nancy was found living rough at Selco Builders Yard.
Alison recalls she would manage to go into the trap, eat the food
and go out again. As you can see from the photo the weather was
horrendous whilst this Houdini played her little food game, it did
in fact take a couple of months to trap Nancy and she was finally
caught when Alison after tying chicken legs
and mackerel (kindly supplied by Jo from
nearby Sainsbury’s) inside the trap and her
still escaping, a chicken leg was put into a
Persil net washing bag and tied inside the trap.
Alison and Holly chuckle as they remember
Nancy and her little legs running around in the
dark.
Unfortunately Nancy struggles with being in a
pen at the centre and started to get stressed and pull her fur
<
out. Centre life doesn’t suit all cats for a number of reasons.
The
good news is, Nancy may have a new home where she will be given
the time and patience she deserves to bring her back to the
beautiful black beauty she is.

Fynn
Little Fynn was also alone and out in the cold but just a mere baby, Deborah
called Alison to alert her to the situation and this gorgeous little boy was
trapped by the trusty mackerel as used above, no sign of Mum so he was
brought into the ISO unit. He was so small, looked so lonely, it wasn’t long
before a decision was made to take him to Judith’s to join, who else but Super
Mummy’s kittens to help socialise him. It has taken some time but this
delightful little boy now gives head bumps and readily comes for lots of fusses,
he purrs like a little engine and is so close now to his “brother” Shadow, they
will be homed together.

Marie

2018 saw the volunteer form go online which has led to lots of new volunteers,
many with no previous connection to CCG at all who had simply used that well
known search engine. August Bank Holiday Monday was our volunteer gardening
event and lunch where we gave the centre and grounds some much needed
tidying and clearing in readiness for our annual open day. Windows cleaned,
lawns mowed, bushes trimmed, weeds dug, garden waste cleared.
The annual bonfire night at the centre, complete with sparklers (no fireworks
so as not to upset our feline guests), sausages, jacket potatoes and Lin’s
famous dahl provided an opportunity for volunteers to get together, and for
exec members to say a big thank you for the volunteers’ support throughout
the year.

Vanessa
My husband declared one day that he had found the perfect job for me in
retirement, a cat socialiser! I Googled it and found ‘To spend time with
allocated cats in the outdoor pens, actively playing with the cats. In
consultation with staff and in conjunction with other volunteers,
encourage the cats to socialise and feel comfortable with others.’ I
realised annoyingly he may be right!
My next step was to contact CCG I emailed them through their webpage
on:-http://coventrycatgroup.org.uk/donate-new/volunteering/
I was invited in to the centre to meet with the other volunteers (There
are no STAFF!) and was made welcome, they showed us all around and
went through the process of socialisation; some of the furries are a little
shy, anxious or feral and so I leave those to the more regular team.
I have settled into a routine now and generally pop over for an hour on a
Wednesday or Thursday, that suits me as I go with a friend and Debbie is
there mucking out and key holding. Sue and I share the cats out, so they
all get good play and fuss time; I do love Sam and Dean they are so laid
back, Marmaduke likes 10 minutes on a lap, Nancy loves a fuss but would
love a forever home more. They have found their way into my heart and I
would feel like I am letting them down if I didn’t go. Yes my husband was
right, but hey once in 42 years is OK .

The Godfather of CCG… Brando
We received a message on our Facebook page in April of 2018 from a lady who had trapped a large tom cat in her garden and needed
somewhere to take him. This tom cat had been around and about the lady’s garden for a good few weeks and had been quite
aggressive and due to the lady having her own cats he needed to be removed. Luckily we
had a pen available and we agreed to take him into care, the finder kindly offered to take
him in for neutering and the tom would then come to the centre to recover. During the
conversations with the lady about bringing this boy into care, she sent us some photos of
him in his cage… this poor beautiful boy looked so defeated, battered and sad… I put a post
up on my personal Facebook page about him, reminding people to neuter their pets and
Facebook suddenly went CRAZY! His little face and huge cheeks grabbed the attention of
hundreds of people and this was the start of CCGs relationship with Brando (his cheeks and
his star quality gave inspiration for his name!). The first night Brando was in care I went to
visit him, he had the saddest face with ears that were completely turned down and unable
to be lifted (probably due to multiple fights the vets said), his face was full of battle scars and
had a wound on his ear that had needed to be cleaned out while he was under anaesthetic. There was no nastiness from him, not one
hiss, just a pitiful little face that had well and truly given up on life. I thought I might try him with a couple of biscuits to see if he would
eat for us and he actually surprised us all by gently taking food from my fingers… I think he also swiftly stole our hearts at the same
time and became a very special boy. Now it was time for Brando’s introduction to his pen… as expected he was scared at first and
spent a lot of his time behind his litter tray but within a couple of days he had found his paws and was in and out of his pod and sat on
his shelf watching the world go by. During this period he also remembered that he knew how to spit… and he proceeded to spit every
time you walked into Feral Towers… it was around this time I re-evaluated my hand feeding plan and decided that there was more
chance of me losing a finger while holding the food than there was of me creating a loving bond! Brando LOVED his food, this became
clear when breakfast or dinner times came round and there was relentless meowing coming from the last pen in Feral Towers… he had
decided spitting wasn’t getting him anywhere so he would sing instead… and sing loudly! We also discovered he had an unusual talent,
Brando moonwalked” back into his pen at every feeding time., I'm sure he was just weighing us up and not quite willing to turn his
back on us (just yet) but it was a funny sight nonetheless. While mucking out in Feral Towers I could hold quite a conversation with
Brando and one day while I was sat down talking to him he started head bumping the pen,… I grabbed the opportunity and put my
head down for him and before I knew it I was also getting the most wonderful (hard!) head bumps! I was over the moon and didn’t
think it could get any better until he actually started purring… deep, loud, meaningful purrs! This was the turning point for Brando….
The Semi– Feral hissing boy had just discovered love… and decided he quite liked it! Brando slowly got used to more of our volunteers
and before long had lost all his “street cred” by becoming an absolute love bucket! He had a tough time trying to decide if he now liked
food or fuss more and even started to enjoy being groomed. Brando now had access to the Feral Towers run, he regularly enjoyed
sunbathing while watching our volunteers go about their daily duties… he even started to play and loved his feathers! As he couldn’t
get anymore loving, during a Saturday muck out shift I thought I would attempt to pick
him up… I fully expected him to freak out and bolt! Alison (another volunteer) came
into Feral Towers and managed to catch his first cuddle on camera, he loved it and just
snuggled in to me, Alison also managed to get a cuddle and a cat lick to show his
gratitude! This boy had come so far and we knew finding Brando a forever home
wouldn’t be a million miles away. Once Brando had moved in to the main pens he was
ready to find his forever home. A lovely couple came to view some cats and although
Brando hadn’t been their first choice, once they met him the deal was done… Brando
was reserved and it was time for us to say goodbye. This part is always the hardest for
us, we have so many mixed emotions and when you have bonded with a cat saying goodbye is always heartbreaking… but it is also the
reason why we do this! There were lots of tears shed when Brando left us, but we knew he
was going to a home where he would be adored and have all the love and affection he so
badly deserved. Lovely to see a photo of Brando in his new forever home and it is updates
like this that make the goodbyes worthwhile. He is now one very happy, pampered and
loved puss cat and after the start this boy had we hope he has the most wonderful life
ever.
All your humans at CCG love you Brando and always will xxx

Diary of a Rehoming Officer
I can never predict how busy I am going to be as there are many factors that lead a person to make contact.
When a new enquiry comes in, the first thing that I check is that they have completed the form with all the
information I need. I also do a check on where they live on Google maps. I might have to contact them if there is
information missing or I need a bit more detail and on some, landlord permission.
If I have any concerns or queries on the area I contact The Centre Manager and The Group Coordinator, we also
chat about what cats may be suitable. If the cat is with a fosterer I will always discuss the enquiry with them and if
they would be happy to proceed with a home visit.

I then make an appointment to pop out and meet them. The reason that we do a home visit, is to make sure that
they are able to keep a cat in their home, advise where it is best to initially set the cat up and anything else that
comes up. It is important to do a home visit as it gives me a better idea on what type of cat they are looking for, as
sometimes the cat they have shown an interest in may not be the right fit for them and their family.
I then write a report to The Centre Manager and The Group Coordinator and if everyone is happy I invite the
prospective adopters to come and meet our furry residents,
I then make the arrangements for them to come and meet the residents and hopefully adopt.
I always make contact post adoption to see how everyone is getting on and if they have picked a new name for their
new feline resident. I then register their microchip.












Email received.
Checks made.
Contact to ask for further info and/or landlord approval.
Contact to proceed to HV or to refuse.
HV made and report to Centre Manager/Group Coordinator.
If approved arrangements made to visit or contact to refuse and reasons why.
Liaise with cattery assistants and applicant for viewing the furbabies.
Arrange adoption.
2-4 weeks post adoption contact to see how everyone is settling and if they have changed their furbabies
name.
Register the microchip.

April is when the gardening really gets underway. I go to Castle Nurseries & buy a lot of plug plants to fill the pots and flower beds. I
grow them on at home until they are ready to plant out at the end of May. I also bring the Dahlias out of storage and plant them in
pots, the soil at Willand is not good so I like to start them off in good compost.
The flower beds need weeding & tidying from the winter, last year as it was so cold some of the plants did not survive so I had to
replace them.
At the end of May I plant up all of the pots around the main pens, Feral Towers and the Centre building.
I plant up the front border and the flower bed between the two flats, with Dahlias and bedding plants.
It's then just a case of general maintenance I.e. keeping the borders and flower beds weed free, dead heading the plants and keeping
the beds in front of Feral Towers tidy. As it was so hot and dry last summer I had to come up to the centre at least three times a week
to water the beds. The muck out staff kindly watered the pots every day.

Feral Towers
In August, in preparation for the open day I weeded the paths and pulled out the grass that had grown over the edges. The paths are
now about a foot wider, back breaking work in the heat wave.
Main Cattery
At the end of August there was a volunteer gardening day, where volunteers mowed the lawns, picked up leaves etcetera. During this
a large flowerbed further down the garden past the ISO unit was uncovered and cleared.
At the beginning of September (just before the open day) Barclays Bank kindly gave us a grant of money solely to spend on the garden.
A team of volunteers spearheaded by Faye & Sophie painted the fences and gates, mowed the lawns and trimmed the still overgrown
garden.
I was given money to buy plants and had a lovely time designing how the new bed would look. I wanted it to look like an established
bed and picked hardy perennials with a wow factor, to make an instant impact. It was very hard work, but assisted by Faye we
achieved a beautiful flower bed that looked like it had been there for a long time.

RIP Sweet Charlie

In October I replaced the summer bedding plants with Pansies and
Violas.
In November I lifted the Dahlias and took them home to store for
the winter.

The only regular job now, and it has been all year round, is feeding
the birds. I supply the bird food and keep the feeding station stocked
with fat, nuts and seeds and make sure there is fresh water
March 201: base for Isolation Unit laid
available. During the very cold months, especially when we had "The
Beast From The East" it meant I had to come up to the centre a least three times a week to keep the station well stocked. But we had
well fed and very happy Blue Tits.

April 2017:
It`s here!

We have our very own little
piece of nature at the centre
and it is all thanks to Ros. The
gardens are kept beautiful all
year around and we are very
grateful
as Ros achieves this at
the big day
arrives
her own expense. A true labour
of love. Thank you Ros.

May 2017:
Harley`s
Place ready for its first

Gentle
Harley

And the work continues:
As you can see from the chart below ( Debbie loves a chart!) the total number of cats in our care has fluctuated
as usual throughout the year. We had a number of successful re-homing's after Christmas, just about giving us
time to catch our breath before
“kitten season” in the Spring.
Like other rescues throughout the country we get far more requests for cats to come into care than we have
spaces available. Judith and Faye do a brilliant job offering advice and support to members of the public via the
CCG Facebook page and our helpline. Often this is all that is needed for the cat to stay in its` home.

Assistance with neutering and microchipping remain part of our remit, as is our commitment to TNR wherever
possible and appropriate.

Many thanks to
Sue Moore for helping with this
year’s newsletter.
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Many thanks to
Vanessa Gaskin for helping with this
year’s newsletter.

2019 Coventry Cat Group Membership Application
Name…………………………………………………………………………………….
Address ………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Post Code ……………………………………….
Tel Nº …………………………………………..

E-Mail ……………………………………………
(E–Mail address will only be used for sending out receipts and other CCG news.)
Membership runs from January 2019 to December 2019
Membership - £10.00
Other Donation £___:___ (Thank You)
Please tick this box if you are a UK Tax payer and agree to allow us to
claim Gift Aid on your membership, any donations for this year and in the
last six years. We do the rest it and it enables us to raise another 25% on top of
your donations. Also by ticking this box you agree to CCG holding your data for
this specific purpose.
Total £ ___:___

(please make cheques payable to “ Coventry Cat Group Trust “)

Signature…………………………………………………..
Date……………………………………...

I will /will not * be attending the Annual General Meeting of Coventry Cat
Group to be held on:
Friday May 10th 2019 at Di’s Place, starting 7.30 pm


please delete where applicable



Please return to the Membership Secretary, Coventry Cat Group, Fern House,
Tamworth Road. Coventry CV7 8AA

Finally, how do we name our cats?
The helper(s) who rescue the cat have this honour. We also now have a book on site
where visitors to the centre can suggest names by writing them down for us.
We hope all of our volunteers will make some suggestions for the many cats and kittens
we will see coming through our doors in the future.

